REINVESTING IN SAFETY
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number of trucks on U.S. highways, you might just be floored. On any
day in this country, there are MILLIONS of trucks on the road—and that’s
not even counting other large commercial vehicles.
If anyone has ever been in doubt, we can clear it up right now: Driving a
truck is a hard job.
Trucks Deserve Our Appreciation and Awareness.

Today’s drivers must deal with
the stress of more traffic,
congestion and road blockages
than ever before. Making an
effort to understand the
challenges they face helps other
drivers show empathy when
sharing the road.

Roughly

500,000

trucking accidents
take place each
year in the
United States.

18
out
of
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of
these accidents
result in death.

traffic accidents
involve a large
truck collision.

According to US Department of
Transportation statistics.

DRIVER AWARENESS IS KEY
The Centers for Disease Control tells us that every day 15 people are killed by distracted driving,
and there are more than 1,200 injured. This is serious, and this is why distracted
driving education is being placed at the forefront for YRC Freight.
Things that count as distractions while driving for all drivers include:
TECHNOLOGY

EATING OR DRINKING

Texting or talking
on the phone

TENDING TO PETS

Messing with onboard
technology

DRIVING WHEN YOU
ARE TOO SLEEPY

Did you know that drivers spend over HALF their time focused on things other than driving?

Pledge to Be Distraction-Free!

FATAL TRUCK-CAR CRASH STATISTICS

HEAD-ON:
Who crossed the
center line?

87%

Car

13%

Truck

REAR-END:
Who hit the
other vehicle?
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Car
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Truck

A TRUCK NEEDS A FAIRLY LARGE DISTANCE IN ORDER TO SAFELY CHANGE LANES.

In fact, the average truck needs nearly the length of 2.5 football fields if traveling at highway speed.

A truck’s blind spots are also called “No Zones.” The image below shows common No Zones for a semi-truck.
NO - ZONE

In turn, if you are in front of a
truck, the driver of the truck
should also maintain a safe
distance behind your vehicle so
that you are not in the No Zone.

When following a truck,
maintain a safe distance
so that the truck driver is
able to see you in the
side mirrors.

NO - ZONE

NO - ZONE
NO - ZONE

When passing a truck,
do so as efficiently as
possible to avoid being
pinned in or even
accidentally hit.

BE ALERT AND AWARE
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YRC FREIGHT IS REINVESTING
IN OUR COMMITMENT TO SAFETY
For the first time since 2009 YRC Freight is making
a significant investment in new 2015 Volvo
VNM single-axle tractors that come equipped with the
latest safety technology.
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job of everyone on the road to be alert and aware when driving around
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large vehicles in order to avoid accidents. By making the choice to avoid
bad driving habits, motorists are helping keep everyone on the road safe.
Activities like speeding and texting while driving are dangerous choices
that often lead to drastic consequences. By eliminating these dangerous
activities, everyone can join our commitment to safety.
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VOLVO ENHANCED
CRUISE (VEC)

B

Active braking, radar-based helps
drivers maintain safe following
distance. Radar sensors behind
bumper detect distance. Can
detect 32 objects w/in 500 feet of
truck. Offers blind spot warning on
right side.

AUTOVUE LANE
DEPARTURE
WARNING SYSTEMS
Help drivers maintain lane and
avoid drifting, camera mounted on
truck windshield alerts driver when
truck drifts from lane.
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VOLVO ENHANCED
STABILITY TECHNOLOGY
(VEST) WITH ABS
TRACTION CONTROL
Makes emergency braking safer,
reduces likelihood of accidents,
detects emergency braking
situations and automatically
responds by reducing engine
torque and activating the brakes
that are necessary. Reduces
number of accidents such as
rollovers and jackknives.
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VOLVO STANDARD
SAFETY FEATURES
High Strength Steel - in case of
an accident, the engine and the
steering wheel are designed to
drop down away from the driver,
low and easy-to-reach interior
grab handles - allow a three-point
entry and exit, large one-piece
windshield - improved visibility,
standard driver’s side air bag.

WE ARE COMMITTED
TO WORLD-CLASS SAFETY
Our drivers have over 301,000,000
accident-free miles to prove it.
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